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Two flavours of Fast Modes 

Timing Mode (CCD#4 only) Burst Mode (CCD#4 only) 

Resolution: 30 µs 
Live time: 99.5% 
Maximum count rate: 800 s-1 

Maximum flux: 85 mCrab  

RAWX!

Time 
 

Resolution: 7 µs 
Live time: 3% 
Maximum count rate: 
6×104 s-1 

Maximum flux: 6.3 Crab  
RAWX!

Time 
 

(Kirsch et al. 2006) 
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Timing Mode: how it works 

  10 lines are shifted towards the anodes 
  The integrated signal is read as a single line (“macropixels”) 
  During a frame time 200 lines are read (corresponding to 2000 

“physical” lines) 
  The original spatial information (RAWX,RAWY) is collapsed 

along the Y-axis 
  Mode-dependent calibration elements: 

 CTI 
 PATTERN (i.e., grade) fraction as a function of energy 
 Noise 



Mode-dependent CTI 
CTI in Timing 
Mode 
calibrated on-
flight using 
observations of 
the Crab 
Nebula. 

Calibration 
driven by  
smoothing 
residuals at the 
instrumental Si- 
and Au-edge. 

CTI as en 
energy-
dependent 
correction 
function relative 
to Full Frame (Freyberg et al. 2005) 
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Early calibration results 

(Cortesy M.E.Zavlin) 

[spectra scaled for plotting purposes …] 
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Early evidence for rate-dependent CTI 

(Sala et al. 2005) 
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Implementation RDCTI 

(Kirsch 2006; Guainazzi et al. 2008) 
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Results RDCTI 

Ecorr=Euncorr/y 
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Validation: instrumental edges 
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Validation: spectral accuracy – I. 
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Validation spectral accuracy – II. 
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Soft excess in obscured objects 

X-ray obscured binary RSOph in Super-Soft state 

Residuals against the best-fit RGS model 

RGS spectra 
EPIC-pn 
RGS12 
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Threshold effect? 
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Resolution effect? 
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RDCTI does not work at 6 keV 

Without RDCTI With RDCTI 
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X-ray loading 
200-210 eV 

390-400 eV 
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Rate-dependent X-ray loading 

Offset map in Timing Mode Rate-dependent X-ray loading 

Boresight 
column 

(Courtesy M.Smith) 
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Burst Mode: how it works 

  During 14.4 μs 200 lines are fast-shifted while accumulating 
photons from the source 

  The stored information is read, removing the first 20 lines which 
are contaminated from the source 

  The CCD is then erase with a fast shift of 200 lines 
  A new cycle starts 

174 M. G. F. Kirsch et al.: The XMM-Newton view of the Crab

Table 1. Log of observations of the Crab used in this paper.

OBS ID Rev. Exp. Mode Filter Position
[s] angle [deg]∗

0122330701 56 166.5 SW T 269.6
0135730701 234 298.1 BU T 269.3
0153750201 411 105.1 BU M 267.3
0153750301 411 181.7 BU M 267.3
0153750501 411 201.6 BU M 267.3

BU: Burst, SW: Small Window, T: Thick, M: Medium, Exp.: Exposure
time, taking also the life time of the different modes into account.
∗ Rotation between the spacecraft X–Z-plane and the plane defined by
the spacecraft X-axis and celestial North.

cameras use Metal-Oxide Semiconductor CCDs as X-ray de-
tectors, while the EPIC-pn camera is equipped with a pn-
CCD. Both have been especially developed for XMM-Newton
(Pfeffermann et al. 1999; Meidinger et al. 1999; Turner et al.
2001).

EPIC provides spatially resolved spectroscopy over a field-
of-view of 30′ with moderate energy resolution. The EPIC cam-
eras can be operated in different observational modes related to
different readout procedures. Detailed descriptions of the vari-
ous readout modes of EPIC-pn and their limitations are given by
Kendziorra et al. (1999), Kuster (1999) and Ehle et al. (2003).
The EPIC-pn camera, which provides the highest time resolu-
tion (Timing mode: 30 µs, Burst mode: 7 µs) and moderate en-
ergy resolution (E/dE = 10–50) in the 0.2–15 keV energy band
is the ideal instrument to observe the Crab. In Burst mode the
pile-up limit for a point source is 60 000 counts s−1, correspond-
ing to a maximum flux of 6.3 Crab. The special readout of the
Burst mode, however, leads to a loss of spatial resolution in the
shift direction. Moreover, the lifetime in Burst mode is only 3%,
limiting the mode to observations of very bright sources such as
the Crab or very bright transients.

The Crab was observed with the EPIC-pn camera in
Burst mode during XMM-Newton’s revolutions 234 and 411.
Observations were also performed in the EPIC-pn Timing and
Small Window modes, however the high count rate of the source
implies severe pile-up effects which distort the spectrum and re-
quire special treatment in the analysis. The Timing mode data
have not been used here, since they do not contain additional in-
formation compared to the Burst mode data. The Small Window
mode data, however, are used despite of the pile-up distortion, as
they provide a two-dimensional spatial resolution of the source.

Table 1 summarises the observations of the Crab with
EPIC-pn which were included in our analysis, listing operational
modes and total exposure times for each individual observation.
The exposure times were corrected for data losses due to teleme-
try constraints and detector deadtime.

3. Data analysis for EPIC-pn Burst mode

In the following section we describe the special techniques of
data reduction needed for the EPIC-pn Burst mode in order to
be able to derive spectra and pulse profiles of the Crab.

The data sets were processed using the XMM-Newton
Scientific Analysis System, SAS 6.0.0. Event times were cor-
rected to the solar system barycentre using the SAS tool barycen.
Single and double events were considered for the analysis while
FLAG = 0 was chosen to exclude border pixel events, for which
the pattern type is uncertain and thus, the total energy is only
known with lower precision.

Fig. 1. The special readout in Burst mode, which gives the possibility to
observe very bright sources with negligible pile-up.

The Burst mode operates a special readout similar to a tape
recorder. Within 14.4 µs, 200 lines are fast-shifted while accu-
mulating information from the source. Similar to the Timing
mode, this leads to the loss of spatial resolution in the shift di-
rection. The stored information is then read out in a standard
fashion, ignoring the last 20 lines of the CCD because of con-
tamination by source photons arriving during the readout. The
CCD is then erased by a fast shift of 200 lines and immediately
afterwards the next Burst readout cycle starts. Figure 1 illustrates
this readout procedure. In the following we use SAS terminology
for the images, i.e., RAWY represents the CCD line numbers,
i.e., the position on the CCD in shift direction from 1−200 and
RAWX represents the CCD column numbers, i.e., the position
perpendicular to the shift direction from 1−64.

Note that events with RAWY > 180 cannot be used for any
kind of data analysis, since they contain severely piled-up data as
accumulated from the point-spread function (PSF) wings during
the slow readout phase of a Burst cycle. (The HEW of XMM-
Newton’s EPIC-pn PSF is 15′′ and one EPIC-pn pixel has a size
of 4.128 × 4.128!′′.) These data are therefore not transmitted to
ground at all. We quantified the effect of pile-up in CCD lines
1 ≤ RAWY ≤ 180 for the measured spectrum of the Crab by
extracting spectra with a sliding box of 13 RAWY pixels length,
shifted in steps of 10 RAWY pixels. An absorbed power law
fixing NH at 2.76× 1021 cm−2, as derived from the nebula region
of the Crab (Table 2), was fitted to the data. The fit results show
that the power law index is only affected for RAWY > 160 while
the normalisation seems to be already significantly affected as
of RAWY ∼ 140. Therefore we recommend for general data
analysis in the EPIC-pn Burst mode to extract spectra only from
RAWY-regions≤ 160 for determination of the spectral slope and
RAWY ≤ 140 for determination of the normalisation.

The effects due to the special readout in Burst mode on both
the spectral shape and the normalisation of the flux are shown
in Fig. 2. For our spectral analysis we excluded events with
RAWY ≥ 142.

The Burst mode in EPIC-pn provides spatial resolution only
perpendicular to the CCD readout direction, i.e., in the RAWX
direction, which depends on the spacecraft’s position angle with
respect to the source. To visualise the orientation of the Crab
Nebula with respect to the readout direction, we compare in
Fig. 3 a Burst mode image of the Crab (revolution 234) to an
image obtained in Small Window mode (revolution 56) which
was observed under nearly the same position angle (see Table 1).
The additional observations in revolution 411 were done with
the slight difference of 2.◦3 in the position angle. This variation,
however, is still negligible for the purpose of our analysis. Thus,
we can directly compare the two-dimensional image of the Crab

(Kirsch et al. 2006) 
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Burst Mode versus RXTE/PCA: I. 
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X-ray loading in Burst Mode 


